Whole School Home Learning
Week Beginning 6th July
Hello everyone!
Can you believe it is time for Week 6 already?! Here are some more ideas and activities for you to get
stuck into at home. We will definitely trying some of them out at school and we’re so excited to see what
get up to too! Some of the photographs from last week were amazing - the crowns, the bird feeders ,
the potato stampers and bird watching - it was so lovely to see you having so much fun!
Remember, you can all see all of these photos on the ‘Home-School Project - Work Shared’ page. We
hope that you have enjoyed the activities that we suggested as part of the project and we have set out
some new ideas below. Remember these are all optional and are only suggestions. Please do what you can
and share a photograph with us via Miss Robey by Thursday evening if you would like it to be shared on
our website!
Have fun and we’re so excited to see what you get up to once again…

Research and Present:

Make:

What is your favourite animal? Find out fun facts about your favourite
animal/s and design a factfile or poster to share our work. Perhaps you
like wandering whales, wriggly worms, polar penguins or crazy koalas….

Make a footprint trap to discover which curious creature visit
your garden overnight!

National geographic have lots of animal facts on this page that are easy
for children to read and navigate.
www.natgeokids.com/uk/category/discover/animals/
Use your nature notebook - If you made a nature notebook last week
why not put your fascinating facts in it?
Learn to draw an animal - Maybe you fancy a go at drawing a slippery
snake or if you want a challenge why not have a go at drawing a whale
shark? – see our attached ‘how to…’ activities or make an origami
frog hopper!

Draw a Wild Landscape:

Decorate:

Get your painting shirt on! – Don your painting shirt,
grab some paints and paper and go outside to paint
a wild landscape. You could make a bigger
viewfinder like the one last week and use it to help
you focus on you view, or get wild and create your
own interpretation! The wilder and messier the
better!
Or if you fancy something a little calmer, how about
a bit of butterfly symmetry?

Get creative and make a mobile! Use the following instructions to make this style of
mobile, or be even more creative and design your own. Perhaps you can hang it from a
tree like the activity below, or use it as decoration elsewhere in your summer garden.

(see attached)

(see attached)

Paint a leaf! Paint some leaves and leave them
to dry before you make your own colour creation.
Use coloured twines or wool to wrap around the
hanger.

